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Professional and unprofessional 
hairstyle? 

Man and Woman? 



Bias in CV and NLP



Women Also Snowboard: Overcoming Bias in Captioning Models



● Equalizer forces models to look at a person rather than use contextual cues to 

make a gender-specific prediction. 

● Appearance Confusion Loss and the Confident Loss

Women Also Snowboard: Overcoming Bias in Captioning Models



Appearance Confusion Loss
● encourages the underlying description model to be confused when making 

gender decisions if the input image does not contain appropriate evidence for 
the decision

● The Hadamard product of the mask and the original image, I ⊙ M , yields a new 
image, I′, with gender information that the implementer deems appropriate for 
classification removed



Confident Loss
● encourage our model to be confident when gender evidence is present

● When the model is confident of a gender prediction (e.g., for the word 
“woman”), the probability of the word “woman” should be considerably higher 
than the probability of the word “man”, which will result in a small value for FW 
and thus a small loss. 



pipeline: input image → regions of interest → object classification (for each region) → 
captioning based on objects found

Caption Correctness Loss (cross 
entropy loss)



Results



What are the limitations of this paper?



Related Bias Study

Even on balanced datasets, models still perpetuate bias: 

 — indicating that social stereotypes are occurring at the 

deepest levels of the image.



Previous fairness metrics in 
image captioning



Difference in performance
Evaluate the bias based on the difference in performance between the subgroups of 
a protected attribute, in terms of accuracy, ratio, or sentiment analysis. 

Error: the number of demographic groups misclassifications, while neutral terms are 
not considered errors. 

Ratio: the ratio of sentences which belong to a demographic group vs. others. 

Demographic groups is essential to demonstrate the existence of bias in a model, but 
it is insufficient for a deeper analysis, as it does not provide information on where 
the bias comes from, and whether bias is being amplified by the model. Thus, it is 
good practice to accompany difference in performance with other fairness metrics.



Attribute misclassification 
This check if the protected attribute has been correctly predicted in the generated 

caption (assumes that the attribute can be clearly identified in a sentence)

This is critical for two reasons: 

1) even when the attribute is not clearly mentioned in a caption, bias can occur 

through the use of different language to describe different demographic groups

2) it only considers the prediction of the protected attribute, ignoring the rest of the 

sentence which may also exhibit bias.



Right for the right reasons
This measures whether the attention activation maps when generating a protected 
attribute word w in the caption

Shortcomings: 

1) it needs a shortlist of protected attribute words, and a person segmentation map 
per image, which may not always be available

2) it assumes that visual explanations can be generated from the model, which may 
not always be the case

3) it does not consider the potential bias in the rest of the sentence, which (as we 
show in Section 5) is another critical source of bias.



Sentence classification
The reasoning is that if a classifier can distinguish between subgroups in the 
captions, the captions contain bias. 

Shortcoming: 
when bias exists on the generated data, 
the contributing source is not identified. 
Whether the bias comes from the model 
or from the training data and whether 
bias is being amplified or not, cannot be 
concluded.



Previous bias amplification 
metrics



Bias amplification

Shortcomings:
● it ignores that protected 

attributes may be imbalanced in 
the dataset, e.g., in MSCOCO 
images, there are 2.25 more men 
than women, which causes most 
of objects to be correlated with 
men.



Leakage
It relies on the existence of a classifier to predict the protected attribute a

A positive leakage indicates that 
M amplifies the bias with respect 
to the training data, and mitigates 
it otherwise.



LIC



Hypothesis 1. In an unbiased set of captions, 
there should not exist differences between how 
demographic groups are represented. 

The authors preprocess captions by masking the 
words related to that attribute.

To measure bias amplification:

Quantify the difference between the bias in the 
generated captions set (Model) with respect to the 
bias in the original captions (Human) in the training 
split D.





Quantification of gender bias 

All the models amplify gender bias. 
In Table 1, all the models have a 
LICM score well over the unbiased 
model (LICM = 25), with the lowest 
score being 43.2 for NIC. 
Bias metrics are not consistent.
LIC tends to increase with BLEU-4, 
and decrease with vocabulary size. 



Quantification of gender bias

LIC is robust against 
encoders: the tendency 
is maintained within the 
three language models: 
NIC shows the least 
bias, whereas 
NIC+Equalizer shows 
the most.

NIC+Equalizer 
increases gender bias 
with respect to the 
baseline.



Quantification of racial bias

All the models amplify racial bias. 

Racial bias is not as apparent as gender bias: 
The mean of the LICM score of all the models 
is 47.0 for gender and 33.7 for race. 

NIC+Equalizer does not increase racial bias 
with respect to the baseline.



Visual and language contribution to the bias

Mask different parts of the image accordingly: 
1) the object that exhibits the highest correlation with 
gender according to the BA metric 
2) the person 
3) both of the correlated objects and the person 

The contribution of objects to gender bias is minimal
The contribution of people to gender bias is higher 
than objects
Language models are a major source of gender bias



Strengths               VS.            Weaknesses
This paper critically points out the issues with 

previous paper and examined many existing 

models. 

This paper studied deeply into both gender bias 

and racial bias. 

By quantifying biases and examining their 

amplification, the paper could offer a solid 

methodology for evaluating and comparing 

different image captioning models, aiding in the 

design and improvement of these technologies. 

It measures how much bias is introduced by the 

model with respect to the human captions. 

It doesn’t solve the heavily rely on annotation 

problem. 

The proposed LIC metric is simple. It can’t 

conclude well with pre-trained models. 



Future Study
● Investigate the impact of transfer learning on bias amplification in image 

captioning, focusing on how biases can propagate across different domains and 
tasks. 

● Cooperate with BLEU、ROUGE、METEOR、CIDEr matrics, the overall quality of 
the generated caption is also important. 



Discussion 
● Why is it important to study and quantify bias in machine learning models? 

● Do you think LIC measures bias in image captioning systems in a meaningful 

way? Would you use it in your work?  

● Do all machine learning models amplify bias? Why or why not? 



The End
Thank you!
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